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For too many working-class stiffs, the thought of Friday finally arriving brings much relief and 

anticipation to the rest and possible good times to be had over the upcoming weekend. Doug 

Hawco, a working man’s musician has tapped into this excitement with his latest release Friday 

Night. Blending his harmonious guitar melodies along with thematic imagery, Doug Hawco has 

once again tapped into the folk-spirit. With the success of his album, Follow, Doug looks to keep 

the momentum rolling as his fans anticipate yet another classic, folk-inspired pop-rock song with 

a hint of avant-garde. With the sing-along choruses and infectious hooks, Doug beautifully sings a 

song he feels passionate about, “Punched a clock, eight to four, two breaks and lunch and nothing 

more, today is going to be a better day.” As he finishes up for the week, our artist is filled with the 

hope of a great Friday Night, where he meets the boys and “maybe take a girl, and dances the 

night away.” 

 

The highlight of this track is the method in which Doug breaks up the main verses and choruses 

with a repeating bridge which summarizes the true spirit of the track, “I’ll see you next week, my 

friends,” is this meant to be a metaphor signifying happiness or a dangerous routine. Friday Night 

possesses many elegant harmonies, as Doug Hawco utilizes a chorus on the vocals and a full chord 

melody on the acoustic guitar to fill the listening space. The vocals carry out over the higher 

register leaving plenty of headroom for the instrumentation to fill in the remaining space. Friday 

Night is mixed in such a delicate manner; all frequencies can be heard distortion-free, even at high 

volumes. This track would make an excellent addition to any adult contemporary radio format with 

its pop-sensitive themes and high replayability. A highly enjoyable track, worth listening to over 

again, and a required addition to any party playlist for your weekend. 


